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What's On Tap For JP Weekend 
The Four Seasons 
the seasons may come and the seasons may go but the Four Seasons 
their mtrepid lead singer of the multi-octave range, Frank1e Valli, 
It's easy to pull adjectives out of the hat to describe lhe Four Seasons 
111usical inslttution if there ever was one. Is there a man. woman or 
alive anywhere in the world today who cannot sing along with one of 
hils, from "Sherry" to " I've Got You Under My Skin?" Between 
and lheir lasl album two years ago, The Four Seasons had sold over 
aulhon records. They've performed in nearly every area of the globe. 
've recorded so many hils that "An Evening Of Gold" lone of their 
on-stage shows> lasts nearly two hours 
After extended litagalion with their old record label, the Four 
have signed with Mowesl. a subsidiary or Motown Records, and 
an album, "Chameleon," contalmng something old, something 
, but absolutely nothing borrowed or blue. 
"We're not relying as much on the old sound," says Valh . "There's 
falsetto." Adds bass player and singer Joe Long: "We're using more 
· te harmonies." And there is a strong element of rock In the notes 
ed by guitarist Demitri Callas, as well as the funky beallaid down by 
wn's rhylhm section . 
Though only Valli remains of the founding members, Bob Gaudio, 
withdrew from performing only recently, continues to write most of 
uoup's material and produce their records. Long replaced the 
·nal bass singer Nick Massi in 1964 and baritone Gallas has been with 
group over a year. Taking over from Gaudio is Clay Jordan, a young 
from Los Angeles. 
In 1960, Valli formed the Four Seasons. Nameless, at first, they 
tioned unsuccessfully at the Four Seasons cocktail lounge in New 
y They adopted the club's name, explains Gaudio, "because even 
h they wouldn't hire us we wanted t.o take something with us." 
For two years the group remained in obscurity, recording frequently 
other artists as background singers. Then in 1962 they signed wilh 
Jay Records and released "Sherry," an instant hit. "After doing 
• on American bandstand," Valli said, "The record sold 180,000 
· 'the next day.'' Their next two singles- "Big Girls Don't Cry" and 
alk Like A Man"- were also hits, keeping them in lhe No. 1 spot in 
Box for 11 out of 15 weeks 
After several years or singles success, the group's style was instantly 
nizable. As an experiment, they recorded Bob Dylan's "Don't Think 
· " and released it under the name Wonder Who. Despite the 
ise, tbe record quickly sold a half-million copies. When it hit the 
, "Let's Hang On" by the Four Seasons was No. 1 and Valli's solo 
. " You're Gonna Hurt Yourself" was not far behind. Subsequent 
-~!d by Valh, Wonder Who and the Four Seasons alos hit the charts 
taoeously 
Valli's solo career parallel to the group's has been as successful as 
tor the Four Seasons. His "Can't Take My Eyes Off You" was a big 
Mowest is releasing a Valli single, "Loving Isn't Like It Used To Be," 
wiUt the new Four Seasons album. 
The Four Seasons are in big demand these days for rock revival 
. As one of the few big name groups from lhe early 1960's still 
onning, they have been co-billed witb such groups as Jay and the 
cans, and drew 22,000 to Madison Square Garden. 
The Amazing Kreskin 
Kreskan, often billed "Tht- ArnaZLng Kreskm. " was born George 
Kresge tn the mld ·l930's in West Caldwell. New JerM!y. where he grew up 
and altended school. Mr. and ~Irs . George Kresge still make the family 
home theroa. 
His ser1ous intert·st in the field began at five and by the time he was 
len. he had read the entire psychology department of the adult branch of 
h1s hometown library Today , he has built up his own personal reference 
hbrary to almost 3,000 volumes on vanous subjects ranging from fun-
damental magic and hypnosis to telepathy and parapsychology. 
One of the most powerful innuences in Kreskm 's decision to become a 
mentalist-magician was the once popular comic strip "Mandrake the 
Magician.'' It was Mandrake, he says, lhat prompted hitn at the age or 
five to pursue the art and learn card and other traditional magic tricks. II 
was also Mandrake who stimulated his interest in ESP. 
As early as eight, he began "fooling around" w1th ESP. when he 
thought it would be a good trick to be able to pick up the thoughts, instead 
of spoken words, of his playmates in the game "Hot and Cold." On lhe 
game, an object is hidden from one of the players and others direct il to 
him by saying " hot" or "cold ") Kreskin practiced on h1s younger 
brother for over three months before getting what he considered were 
encouraging results . 
It was from th1s childhood game that h1s "check test" feat emerged, 
in wh1ch he mvites anyone to hide the fee for h1s performance, and if he 
can't find it through ESP, he forfeits payment. He clatms he has forfeited 
a fee on only one occasion when he was suffering from an eye injury and 
could not concentrate. 
As a popular mentalist, Kreskin has performed across the country in 
night clubs, colleges and special concerts, in addition to presenting 
business seminars and once practicing as a professional hypnotist in the 
psychology community. Recently, over the past several years, he has 
begun to appear more frequently on national television with personalities 
such as Mike Douglas, Johnny Carson, Steve Allen. Dinah Shore, Merv 
Griffin and Phyllis OHler. Today he is booked six to eight monlhs in ad-
vance. 
About his talents, Psychology professor Frank Murphy of Seton Rail 
has theorized that ''Kreskin has developed a strikingly unique and dif· 
ferent method of communication, which may take more than 50 years to 
become common." Mike Douglas bas said he is "unique and utterly 
baffling," while comedienne Phyllis Diller mused, " He is a male witch 
and ought to be burned at the stake." 
Riding the crest of today's intense interest in things psychic and 
explorations of the mind, Kreskin has come of his own after nearly 30 
years of developing his mentalist-hypnotist performance and "in-
fluencing other people's lhoughts with his own." 
NOTE: The above is reprinted from Psychic: magazine - March-
April 1971. 
Kreskin will appear Friday, April 26. Tickets are $2.50 per person 
IWPI related), $3.00 for lhe public. 
I 
Inside Scoop 
There have been many 
questions about JP around that 
have stemmed from lack of in· 
formation . Now you have the 
chance to be mformed Please read 
the Kreskin article. lhe Frank1e 
Valli & the 4 Seasons article. and 
the last few paragraphs of this one 
First of all, the dress code for 
the weekend 1s as follows : Fr1day 
night1s casual. Saturday afternoon 
is obviously very casual, and 
Saturday night IS more on the 
semi-formal side. This means 
jacket and lie for men and 
something dressy for women, 
whether it be a long dress, a short 
dress or a dressy pantsuit . The 
whole Idea is to make it a very 
special aCfair. 
Second, Kreskln has a clause 
in his contract which states that he 
will not perform where alcoholic 
beverages are bemg consumed. 
This is because he needs every eye 
in the audience to do his amazing 
act. There is no reason one couldn't 
have a couple of drinks with dinner 
before lhe show, but one may also 
miss some or the more intricate 
ESP experiments. There will be a 
beer and pizza party with a 'band In 
Alden afterward lno admiSSion 
charge to WPI students and their 
dates>. so save up that thirst for 
later 
Thirdly, at Frankie Valli & the 
4 Seasons, the atmosphere will be 
that of a Prom There wlll be 
dancing and wine, champagne, and 
cheese and crackers will be on 
sate. Faculty , staff and ad-
ministration will (hopefully) be 
present. Tickets will go on sale 
April 17 in Daniels HaU. 
If there are any more 
questions, please don't hesitate to 
contact Anne McPartland, Box 
1400. 1 hope to see you there! 
''Touring and playing the old hits is a very Important part of what we 
nt on the music scene," Valli said. "This is now the age of 
ia. Sinatra sings his 20-year-old hits. It's a pleasant thing to 
isce in lhat fashion. We feel fortunate to have so many hits and try 
111g as many or them as possible in a show. But it makes it hard to add 
material." 
In addition to "An Evening of Gold" show, the Four Seasons also 
a college concert act and an night club show that includes material 
Jim Webb, Lennon and McCartney and Burt Bacharach Long's 
'te song is " I've Got You Under My Skin" because "it opened 
'ously closed doors. Before lhat song we had been considered a teeny 
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rock and roll group. When we recorded that old standard we 
ned acceptance with the major night clubs. And a lot of kids thought it 
Ill a brand new song." 
Country Fair 
Though lhey have never stopped performing, V AU! and the Four 
ns look upon the future as a new beginning "Singing with Motown is 
lit most exciting thing that's happened to us in the last three years," 
Yllli said. A long-time friend of Motown head Berry Gordy, Valli said 
t lack or communication with executives in their former label aC-
tions hampered the group's development. "This Is a big difference for 
.. 
The Four Seasons have succeeded in retaming the audience that has 
J1Wn up with them since "Sherry." With a new label and new records, 
try are insured or reaching a second genera lion or fans. Frankl Valli and 
~Four Seasons will appear Saturday, April 'n. Tickets are $2.50 per 
ll!rlon. 
WPI students, faculty and friends will gather at the quadrangle on 
the WPI campus on Saturday, April 'n, from 11 :00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. to 
share in the fun of a Country Fair sponsored by the WPI Women's Club in 
coordination with the Students' Spring Weekend Baked goods will be on 
sale at the Country Store and food and beer will be served at lhe snack-
lunch bar. There will be booths Cor shopping for white elephants, plants, 
student crafts, Mother's Day gifts and needlework. The children's corner 
will include games, magic shows and grabs. ln case of inclement 
weather. all activities will be held inside lhe Alden Memorial Auditorium. 
The public is invited to come and share in the pleasures of an old 
fashioned Country Fair. 
College Science 
Conference 
forty-eight higher mstitutions of learning and six 
schools will be represented on the program at 
~ 28lh annual ~astern Colleges Science Conference 
'"' 18-20 at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
lbe main speaker at a banquet on the 19lh will be 
. Robert A. Parker, formerly of Shrewsbury, 
~A astronaut and program SCientist for the Sky lab 
Program. His father, Or. Allan A. Parker. has been 
II the WPI faculty since 1942 and served as head o{ 
lilt physics department for 22 years. 
The keynote presentation, at the opening S~,;SSion 
lie evening of April 18, will be Ms. Emily Ford, a 
•ior at Hollins CoUegc CVa .l "Life on the 
geti" -a photographic study of East African 
lllimal life. 
Papers will be read by ten WPI students. The 
.)eel matter in most Instances is of a highly 
~nical nature. Among those taking pnrt "rP 
Barbara Jean Bane, Robert Grondalski, Peter J . 
Hatgelakas, Francis J. Kiernan, Alan Kirby, Kim· 
berly R . Mains, Wilford T. Lowther, Celeste Tetrault, 
David McGuigan , Sandra Wilson 
A group of local high school students and faculty 
have been invited to participate in this year's ECSC, 
including several winners of the Westinghouse Talent 
Search. 
Among them, from this area, are Mark C. Durfee of 
St. John's High, "A Possible Alternative to Our 
Present Energy Crisis; Harry J. Kelly, St John's 
High, "The Econorrucs of the Railroad Dilemma;" 
James L. Fenton, Wachusett Regional High, 
" Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Ad§Orption and 
Desorption." 
Among other participants· Holy Cross College and 
Cushing Academy. Ashburnham 
Rf:liiiOt:IIIT 1\.DVISORS f"OR lt74· 1t'n 
RF'-'iiDENT ADVISORS 
f"OR 1171-ltll 
Bbdlwlu. Kent A. 
Bertmann. Penny J 
Bonaparte. Norton N Jr. 
Drew. Donald R. 
F'ilzpatrick. Jolul M 
G1ord8no. Virainie A 
Giudice. William N 
Hl!freron, Georae J . 
J~. Jeremy K 
IA!VInson, Edward 
Lutaens. Kurt H. 
McLean. Jelfrey M 
MllPartland, Anne M . 
O'Brlf'll. Peul 0 
Plt'U'anllwla. Edward F 
Pryor, David w • 
Salomak1. DaVId C. 
SIM.>a. Edmund C. 
Sm•th John J . 
SU:ublowakl. Dale J 
Taddla, Donald J 
Wilcox, JeCfrey L 
Graham. Petfkie A 
Commuter Advisor 
Class Election 
Petitions Due Friday 
Ford Has A 
Better Idea! 
Ms. Emily Fo'rd that is, who will 
be tbe featured speaker at the 
opening session or the 1974 Eastern 
CoUeges Science Conference Ms. 
Ford will be presenting a 
photographic essay or the wildlife 
on the Serengetl plains in East 
Africa, complete wilh taped sound 
effects. Ms. Ford spent a year in 
Tanzania while on leave from 
Hollins College, Va., and has 
already given this presentation to 
over 1000 people. 
At the awards banquet on Friday 
everung the guest speaker will be 
Or. Robert A. Parker, NASA 
astronaut and program scientist 
for the three Skylab missions. Or. 
Parker is lhe son of Or. Allan E . 
Parker, former head oi the WPI 
physics department, and will be 
speaking on the skylab project 
For the benefit of members of 
the WPI community interested In 
hearing papers being presented at 
lhe conference, schedules will be 
placed in all of the departmental 
offices. Students, faculty, and staff 
of WPI are invited to listen to any 
of the talks in which they may be 
Interested. 
This is a good chance to Cind out 
what is being done on other 
campuses for projects and to meet 
new people. We hope everyone will 
take advantage of this opportunity. 
See you April 19-20! 
Submitted by 
Wayne F. Oyer 
. 
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So~ne Wider Contexts of ''Physical Education 
and The Problem of Cornpetion 
'' I 
bJ Ht-an ltt-uthngt'r 
Parallel to the college 
curriculum, there seem to be rive 
notable areas or value or cha ractt>r 
developmt>nt where phys1cal 
education can play a large role. yet 
we should also be s keptical or these 
values when nurtured to excess. 
The five areas are competition. 
social recreation, stamina. 
c reation and s ustenance, and 
aesthetics . In reviewing these 
areas, it may be pardonable 1f one 
becomes somewhat philosophical: 
we rarely do permit any kmd of 
philosophizing in the realm of 
athletics. It is as though we don't 
have to have any reasons for 
engaging in athletics, although we 
insist that there be a reason for 
everything else in the curriculum. 
In the western world generally. 
and particularly in the English· 
s peaking world , the value of 
physical education and athleti'c 
competence has come to be ap-
preciated primarily in terms of 
competition and competitiveness. 
This is perhaps typified by the 
British article or faith that on the 
playing field of Eton the future's 
foreign wars are won . This 
tradition stresses winning and 
pride in domination, balanced by 
magnanimity and modesty in 
victory ; it justifies exclusivity and 
loyalty from the level of team to 
nation ; and provides an ethic or 
good-natured sportsmanship, 
particularly in defeat. It was well 
attuned to the 19th century spirit of 
nationalism, industrialism and 
empire-building through conquest, 
sometimes mercantile, sometimes 
poUtical, sometimes military, and 
occasionally cultural. Many codes 
and exemplary institutions can be 
found in our tradition to illustrate 
the athletic culmination of honor 
among gentlemen, from Veblen's 
Theory or the Leisure Class to the 
ethos of our miUtary academies. 
The stress in theory if not always in 
practice, under the pressure to 
win, has generally emphasized 
fairplay and rules of "due process" 
in an adversary relationship. 
However, soclal recreation, as 
distinguished from competition, 
has also been one of our ideaJs in 
physical development, and though 
it rarely demands high com-
petence, as does competition, 
recreation also at least implies 
participation, not spectatorship. 
Spectatorship, another in-
creasingly common element in our 
attitude towal'd competitive 
sports, can nevertheless be 
competitive itself. One sees this 
particularly in the instances of 
betting or argument between one 
fan-atic and another. But whether 
participant or spectator, one is 
likely to be influenced by the 
Durocher dictum, " Nice guys don't 
win pennants," or the Lombardi 
observation , " Winning isn't 
everything, it R the onJy thing." 
Such attitudes even influence what 
we call recreation, and these at· 
titudes have modiried that long 
tradition which began in the West 
with the simple Greek ideal of a 
sound mind in a sound body, a state 
of balanced health worth having 
for its own sake. Not even most 
amateurism. let alone 
professionalism. embraces that 
ideal as primary today 
As a deep and common cultural 
consequence or our tradition. with 
Dr: William Reiff 
Norlht>astern 
University 
"S u sct> pllbilit y and 
J\lossba uf'r Studies of Or-
dering in Metal-Organic 
J.lgand Systems" 
Wl-:D~ESOt\ V.I\PRil. 21 
1: 15 p.m. 
Koom 227. Goddard llall 
ltrfrt".,hmt>nts \VIII Re S("rved 
its emphasis on winning and the 
statistical certamty that there w1ll 
be more losers than winners - not 
to mention more spectators than 
participants - we wttness a 
general alienation from bodily 
performance. a preemptive 
frustration. an abiding shame 
when we confront or even an· 
ticipate our mcompetence or un-
successful com petitions with 
others. So Important can this 
negative driw become that u 
('Ons1derable number of us live 
more or less on a contmuum be-
tween pnde m competence and 
shame-at·fallure. rather than on a 
continuum between peace·of·mind· 
m good-works and guilt at·\HOng· 
doing Thts cultural field ol force is 
not exclus1vel~ ltmited lo the li\'e::; 
of men, for women 10 their own 
special chosen arenas - and some 
in common with men - ilct out 
thel>e !;anw \alul'!-o 111 d1fferl-'nl 
ways 1\or al'e lhl're an~ limtts of 
age or dass 1n these respects. 
particular!\' m a highl) tech 
nologtted country with 1ts 
imitation of youth and 1ls emphas1s 
on kno" -ho" as distinguished 
from know why or know wheth("r, 
Its emphasis on can-do. as oppos,ed 
to should do or should not-do. 
What other \•alues can be in· 
culcated by athletics besides the 
Newspeak Letters 
To the Editor: his own peers wouldn't have put up There were also no statistics on 
Granted, incompetence exists in 
every aspect of human life, 
although it seems to prevail m a 
certain office on the WPl campus. 
This office is the only one I have 
ever dealt with that goes to great 
lengths to be incompetent. 
with him this long the average amount an athlete is 
· I would have my name pnnted at forced to borrow vs. a student. 
the botton of this letter if my at- Besides this there was no mention 
tendance at this school didn't of the number of s tudents whose 
depend so heavily on receiving aid requests for financial aid were 
from the school. turned down because all the money 
Namewithhelduponrequest. was already committed Con-
The office of which I speak is 
located on the third floor in 
Boynton HaiL The offender is none 
other than our financial aid 
director, Mr. Heselbarth. 
One case of his ineptness, in-
volving me, occurred several 
weeks ago. The Friday before the 
deadline for financial aid forms, I 
went to Mr. H.'s olfice atl2:4S and 
waited <while several other 
students came and left> until 1:15, 
when the secretaries arrived. The 
secretary was most helpful and 
made an appointment for the 
following Tuesday at 2:30. 
On the designated day I arrived 
at his office at 2 :15 and found a 
line, five people long, outside his 
door. I went to the secretary to 
ascertain that 1 did have an ap-
pointment at that time. She went 
and asked Mr. H, who said he'd 
misplaced his schedule for that day 
and if I'd wait in line, he'd see me 
A friend or mine had been wailing 
for 10 minutes and the line hadn't 
moved. When I joined the line there 
were seven people in it. Ten 
minutes later Mr. H. came into the 
hall and said, "Can everyone come 
back at 4 :00? The boss is caUing." 
Then he walked past, not waiting 
for a response. 
I talked to his secretary and she 
said it would do no good to make 
another appointment as he would 
just disregard it. <Meaning, I 
suppose, more waiting in lines.) 
I have spoken of his ineptness. 
but this pertains to his office 
procedures rather than his 
capabilities as a director, for he 
surely saves this school a bundle or 
To the Editor: 
We live tn a use-once-and-throw-
away society, the most profligate 
society the world has ever known. 
As a result we are not only 
depleting our natural resources at 
an exponentially increasing rate, 
but creating mountains of waste 
(literally). Sweatheart Paper 
Inc.'s proposal of a paper dish 
system is typical of our throw-
away mentality. Il 1s also, un-
fortunately , typical of WPI's 
hypocracy. A technologist would 
see paper plates as an economical 
measure . A technologist with 
knowledge of the social sciences 
would realize that societal costs far 
outweigh any economic benefits 
accruing to WPI. As an Institution 
or higher learning, WPl should 
lead the community, not lag behind 
it. 
John Woodhull 
In reading last week's articles I 
saw a few discrepancies I thought 
should be pointed out, as l feel they 
reflect the author's honesty. 
Mr. ReutUnger - " .. student 
athletes receive their financial aid, 
like other students which in-
cludes part grant and part loan 
Thus student athletes as a whole 
group 043) (18 per cent of aid 
students> receive an average of 
$237 more <22 per cent more) 
and a small group of 39 <S per cent 
of aid students> student athletes, 
. receive $612 more (60 per cent 
morel." 
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sidering our athletes' prowess <last 
I remember I was at a ball game 
with about 100 fans - 10m the band 
- and the team lost their eleventh 
game> against the percentage 
receiving aid 1 feel something is 
wrong. The only way things will 
change is for you to speak up. 
When the biU comes In with those 
big increases maybe you'll wish 
you had said something. 
Name withheld upon request 
"For Thought" 
WPI is a school which at least 
recently, has stressed forethought, 
respons ibility, concern for the 
effects of one's decisions and most 
of all for the maturity to admit and 
try to improve any previous 
decisions which are found to be 
inadequate. 
It is strange that a school which 
extends this philosophy to students 
ignores its application in practical 
situations. 
Specifically, the housing 
situation Is run in a very nebulous 
manner. Ellsworth and Fuller are 
tossed with conventional dor· 
mitories; yet when wrinkles occur 
just toss in an exception - that's 
planning! Raising the room rates, 
possibly economically justifiable, 
is it operationally or practically a 
good idea? 
Rather than to elaborate further 
I wish to alert the administration 
that due to the type of student who 
1s attracted by the WPJ plan, you 
may have to anticipate some 
challenging of nebulous schooJ 
policies. 
Wilford T. Lowther 
To the Editors: 
There is no need to tell you about 
the disaster in the Mid-West, and it 
only requires the simplest common 
sense to perceive the fact that 
these unfortunate people need help 
desperately. 
Having been in a similar misery 
and learning experience, l think 
that the victims need two types or 
aid. One is the physical, material 
assistance; they need food to 
s urvive, clothes to wear and money 
to help them rebuild from the 
rubble. Important for every 
human, the second is the mental 
and emotional comfort, knowing 
that there are some other people 
caring about their mishap and are 
willing to help them make the best 
of their misfortune. It has also 
been the learning of Lhe society 
that a stray wounded cat would no 
sooner d1e of hunger and pain than 
meow her last saddest exhale into 
the bowl of Choice Morsel ror not 
having the caressmg affection. and 
care Cor her well-being 
Therefore, please help your poor 
hurt people This Friday, April 
19th , as part of the Friendly Tor-
nado Project. a collection for 
money and clothmg wiU take place 
at WPI in every department 
building, office, fraternity, dor-
mtlory, etc . Each donation, in-
significant of its size and quant1ty, 
f(t>neral ont'5 ol compellh 
re('rNillon und hl'alth" ;'l;oue 
th("se values ex 1st!; m t~olat 10n, 
O\"erlap and can either reenf o 
pervert one another. So 11 15 
w1th the \'alue of stamma Sta 
IS seldom C'ons1dert>d by itself 
it can at least to ~orne extt>nt 
dlsllnguished from t ht> o 
traditional \'alues of phy 
education Unltke competit 
IConUnued on P. 5l 
\\ill be marked and counted as 
heart to care for our h 
brothers: a sincere consolatiiOIIJills()C 
the victims. 
Please give generously, lllllills()Cia 
you care. s how your•heart. 
As Obie would say, you 
Meatball that an American's 
is still better than that of a 
in blood donation for the pur 
life. 
Respectfully, 
You know whom. 
P.S. Just In case you are int-•ooe 
in the strength of Meatball 's 
by directly helping the p 
contact Meatball at Box 21 
see Mrs. Dix at the Studen 
fairs Office, and we'll show 
how green it really is. 
To the Editor : 
The following Is a press r 
being issued to Worcester 
newspapers. It would be 
appreciated and strongly s 
if you would run the follo 
your newspaper : 
WORCESTER , MASS 
positive. Worcester has ac 
" big city" status. RecenUy 
med. Worcester Gay Unioa ·•--
offices at 82 Franklin St. One cl 
last minority groups to 
recognized, homophile unions 
been springing up acrosa 
country for the last five 
beginning with the StonewaU 
cident of 1969. Riot broke aw 
police attempted to raid a gay 
in Greenwich Village. 
American homosexuals 
s ince been organizing to 
minority rights as they 
succeeded in doing in mOll 
Western Europe. 
The Worcester group is u 
dependent group with channels 
communication to other gro 
the region. Its stated purpose i 
promote belter public re 
than have existed in the past 
an unrealistic and prejud· 
image of gay people, and to 
for the sizeable gay communi 
Worcester. The Worcester 
Union is accepting members 
donations. 
For the need of human rights. 
at W. G. U. thank you and wisb 
continued success. 
Thank you, 
Abundance, 
Worcester Gay Union 
Public Relations Comm 
P 0. Box 359 
Federal Station 
Worcester, Mass. 01601 
On April 22 through 2 
Worcester Polytechnic lnstl 
will host the Ivan Goran Kov 
AcademIC Chorus, Cfr 
Yugoslavia) as part of the 
LINCOLN CENTER I 
TERNATIONAL CHORA 
FESTIVAL. The chorus, ont 
thirteen international univer 
choruse$ participating In 
month long festival, will 
form in the Alden Memor 
Music Room at Worces 
Polytechnic Institute, WOI 
cester, Mass. on April 22, at 1: 
p.m . 
This performance 1s part of 
nat1ona1 tour arranged 
Lincoln Center prior to t 
concerts at the Kennedy Cen 
and Avery Fisher Ha 
Altogether, the thirteen visltl 
choruses will sing at one 
dred collegu, universities • 
schools In twenty-three sta 
s 
Tt 
, 
nesdoy. April )7 , 1974 WPI Newspeak 
C Column 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
attempting to write thts short article on Lambda 
Alpha, 1'\'e tried to portray a general view of the 
Whale th brothers of L.C.A. may have 
""''••aewhat d1verse mterest we hke to thank that we 
somethang to ofCer to almost everyone. 
to be an a et to the house and not JUSt a closet 
brother. 
!\l~mber hip Education 
P.age 3 
LaMountain. l.acros~e. Tom 
Spence. 1-'ootball . Alan M1ku . 
Baseball 
\ tumni Rl'tatlonr. 
Lambda Ch1 Alpha pubh he:. an 
alumni newsletter three tames a 
year The edatorship of thts 
pubhcahon as the main duty or the 
oHace of High Rho or Alumna 
Sccretar) . 
ts a stnes of short articles written by dif-
'''d~M!t commtt!ee chairmen . Hopefully this will gave 
a general insight to the house. 
Since 1972 L .C.A. has been expertmenting wath a 
new type of Membershtp Education. In this program 
the term "PLEDGE" has been abolished and the 
term "ASSOCIATE MEMBER" adopted. Gone also 
are the tradthonal hazmg periods and second-class 
citizenship standards. The associate members have 
all the rights and responsibilities of brothers with one 
difference, they are not initiated. They lake part in all 
house functions and have voting rights In all matters 
except inlliat10n. Gone too as the traditional Hell 
Week in favor of Pre-Initiation week when brothers 
and associate members work for the good or the 
house instead of the hazing traditions of years ago. In 
this way the associate members are brought more 
fully into the brotherhood instead of polorized into a 
"them against us" situation . 
liaskctball t' pro\en to bt• one 
of the most ·• Apulnr" and " most 
parttdpated in" sports here at 
\\ P I Thts year l. C A 1s 
repre:.ented by two teams Our 
rtrslteam ha:. hov;n great pot~e an 
gomg undefeated throughout the 
regular :.eason. DectSt\'e vactoraes 
over strong teams ltke B.S.U. and 
T K.E . have shown thetr ex-
plo:.ivene~s . In the last game or the 
season L C.A. met the Kap wath 
both teams prev1ously unbt>aten 
Despite the loss or two . tarter . 
Tom Spence and Alan Mtkus, wath 
anjuries and a thtrd foulmg out 
L.C.A. never gave up and came 
back to wm it in the rinal manute. 
The paper is atmed at the m· 
terests of the alumni. For anstance, 
we try to include artic:les on up· 
commg events that include alumm. 
news of alumm, favorable 
achaevements of undergraduates 
and house improvements. The 
High Rho is also responsible for 
alumni records and development 
or alumni programs. 
is presently In a sound financial situation. 
forward to the future years bringing large 
Improvements in the house without sub-
ancreases in fees to the brothers. Since we 
just completed a $6,000 capttal improvement 
.-sr~m without increasing any fees, we feel that the 
can easily reach this goal. 
at L.C.A. is an Important feature . We do not 
here, we have what is known as 
members. 1bey have all the privileges of a 
except a vote in initiation. To become an 
member as not as easy at L .C.A. a~ other 
-.•nili..., We wtll not give out bids without a good 
,centatge of the brothers knownang the person in 
. If anyone objects, the prospective associate 
must meet that brother and show him why 
be an asset to the house. We do not rush 
to November only. We rush year 
because we know that many good people are 
in the confusion of the fall rush. At L.C.A. we 
to get quality before quantity. We want someone 
Social 
The social life at L.C.A. has been on the upswing 
since the beginning of this year. The house has been 
sponsoring on the average or 2 parties a month, open 
to anyone who is looking for a good time. We bave 
adopted a philosophy that most people come to 
parties to dance. We find that a band just can't 
provide continuous music to dance to. We invested in 
building a good set of speakers and making tapes. 
The tapes give us continuous music for listening and 
most or all they are all great to dance to. 
During the year on special occasions such as 
Homecoming, Winter Weekend, and J .P., the house 
social committee sponsors functions for brothers and 
their dales, parties, cocktBII hours, wine tasting 
parties are just a few. 
Our social committee is always lookJng for new 
ideas to make our years at W.P.I. a little more 
bearable. 
AlhleUc: Activities 
The intramural sports program at L.C.A. has 
recently demonstrated both Its excellence and 
variety in the sports in which it participates. During 
last year's school year the Intramural softball league 
was represented by a very strong and talented team . 
Although sofUy spoken, they carried big bats cas 
exemplified by a decisive 13-1 victory over the Kap 
and a 7·5 victory over Sig Ep in the championship 
final > and the green machine rolled to the cham-
pionship. 
"New Blood for AE" 
ammany Hall We're proud to present fourteen 
Initiates. They include the 
following: Ken Burns, Fred Baker, 
Tony Moriese, Ted Tamburo, 
Charlie Winters, Bruce Turtelot, 
Jim Girouard, Mike Bloom, Dan 
Hoch, Rich Bissonnette, Chris 
Thomas, JoeSireci, Bob Stack, and 
Barry Livingston . 
43 Pleasant St. Midtown Worcester 
presents 
SUPER SUND~YS 
Happy Be•r• I te I 
with 
Ice hockey, although not an 
intramural sport yet, has captured 
the interest of many of the brothers 
and associate members. Played at 
a neaaby 1ce arena, games, both 
among the brothers and against 
other fraternities have taken 
place. As in all or the previously 
mentioned sports actavitles , 
brothers who do not wish to par· 
ticipate, demonstrate their interest 
and involvement by supporting the 
brothers at these events. ln this 
way. practically everyone as tn· 
volved in athletics here at L.C.A. 
L.C.A. also has shown great 
participation in Varsity sports. 
This years' Varsity captaina in-
cluded six from L.C.A. Chris 
Kennen , Cross-country; Rick 
Turner, BasltetbaU; Larry Mar· 
tiniano, WreatlinJr:: Tom 
Interschool 
Flight 
While everyone else was on 
vacation, 20 cadets from WPI 
ROTC and 9 cadets from U. Mass ., 
Amherst challenged and fought an 
estimated 40 cadets from Nor· 
theastern ROTC on the weekend of 
March 29 · 30 at Rutland SUite 
Park. Weather conditions were 
poor with the cold and snow, but 
WPI and U. Mass outdid Nor· 
theastern in every category. 
Previous to this, WPI cadets 
received instruction in rope 
bridges and demolitions on the 27th 
and 28th. Overall planning before 
the exercise was done by John 
Yamashita, the operations officer 
during the exercise was Ralph 
MiUer, the patrol leaders were 
Eric Paulson, John Yamashita and 
Ralph Miller and the team leaders 
wereChrisFordand Bruce Wright. 
Commendation goes to all of the 
other cadets who attended this 
vacation exercise, including Terry 
Murphy who huffed it with the rest 
of us. 
Ralph F . Miller 
We are very proud of the many 
alumni who have shown their in· 
terest in the house through active 
participation and generous 
financial support. 
A~tlvlties On The Hill 
Many brothers show their m· 
terest in the school at large by 
being •·active on the hill". This 
year L.C.A. has placed seven 
seniors on the list or Who 's Who tn 
American Universities and 
Colleges, four members in the 
Skull, three members in Resident 
Adviser positions, one member as 
Senior Class President, another as 
Secretary of the Senior Class, and 
one member as I.F .C. President. 
All in aJI L.C.A. tries to make ita 
presence known on campus. 
ROTC 
On the weekend of March 9 • 10, 
WPI ROTC held its 2nd weekend at 
Fort Devens. The major emphasis 
was in land navigation, to include 
map reading and orienteering. 
Awards were given out to the first 
place team in each classification in 
the orienteering competition. First 
place in the novice class was Joe 
Williams and Gilbert Wilson ; in the 
girls class Conrue Huff and Judtth 
Mistewicz ; in the intermed1ate 
class William Emerson and Mik1 
Heikkila and in the advanced class 
Carl Johnson and John Yamashita. 
These cadets out-performed the1r 
peers in hard competition which 
involved skill, judgement, en-
durance and a tittle luck. The 
weekend went smoothly under the 
platoon leadership of Mike Parker 
and Eric Paulson. Overall 
direction was provided by Tom 
Kielick, company commander and 
Robert Flanagan, battalion 
commander. 
Ralph F. Miller 
Billy Whyte 5 · 9 
Billy Whytes Band 9- 1 
Tickets for both Friclily and Saturday 
night will be on sale beginning AtwJI171n 
Daniels from 11 a .m. to 4 p.m. 
-----~--------------------
Every Monday 
"DOC" SULLIVAN'S 
and his 
Computerized 
Music 
Machine 
Treats & medicinal spirits are on "Doc" if you can 
IUwer his questions. How gooclls your brain today? 
I. ThtT.V. St'ri~s "Lea~t It To Buvtr", what was Staver's locktr 
numbt-r at chool? 
t What Wa& the atrial number or the ' tar ' bip Enterprise In thf' 
T.V. St'rit "Star Trek'"! 
l. Whowa the last penon lo win the- American League's " M.V.P. 
unanlmou ly"! 
I . \\hat""'' the name of Tht Stv~n Dwarfs In Snow While! 
S. What W&!o th~ no mt' or 8oqton Bla kiss Dog? 
A Tweed Production 
Now vou can 
protect vourltlf 
age1nst muggers, rapists 
and worse wnh this 
amaztng new whiStle. Wear 11 
01 a necklace or carry it a1a key chatn , hs long-range 
penetratong ahnll bnngs help'" a hurry. The next dark 
mght !that's tontghtl) you'll feel a lot safer JUst knowtng 
you have the llfeallst protection tn the world. Gtves 
obscene phone callers a shnllong earful, too. 
GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD ITt 
COME IN OA MAll HANDY COUP()~ 
Ynl 1 "an' 10.,. "'""' Send me _london Uke Wlli•ll•• 
- KtY Chl•n _Ntcklace INufllllerl_ Cll<orne --
I tnel- S3.00tO< each LondOn l•"-
Wiuule I UI'I'M<tt- thel II 1 om nm 
IO~IIy WlllftN, I"" ll••c .. •• a cornpl11e 
rtlund '' <etu<ned '" 10 dayt 
FamtiV ,..,.,, ltd 
:W31 w- v ...... A-
M>Iw-... w-&not 
NAME~~~-------------------------­
STREET NUMBER-------------------------
CITV STATE--ZIP __ 
APARTMENTS 
within wa lklng or driving distance of 
WPI. 1, 2, 3, and 4 bedroom IJNirf-
ments with rent from s 172-5255 • 
month which includes heat, JNirking 
and maintenance service. 
Contact: 
ALVIN GOLDSMITH 
799-6076 
113c J'jtghland at. 
Worce:~ter . MD$:1 
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I.F .C. Corner 
lntpressions on TKE 
Tau Kappa Epsilon IS one or the 
newer houses at WPI, by com-
parison with the majority of the 
other fraternities on campus . 
However, as a national, TKE ranks 
as a fairly old fraternity. 
Originally founded In 1899 at 
Ulinois Wesleyan University, in 
Bloomington, lllinoas, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon had its roots in what might 
be considered "fraternity coun-
try." Several nationals have been 
founded In the Mtdwest, and 
(raternities have long been a 
tradition in that area. It is not 
surprising that when TKE became 
a national in 1909, ats second 
chapter was at James Millikin 
University in Decateur, Illinois. 
TKE's third chapter was founded 
in 1912 at the University of Illinois 
at Champaign. 
From the beginning, the foun-
ding philosophy of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon set it apart from its con-
temporaries. At a time when most 
fraternities were practicing 
snobbery and distain for those 
oulslde their brotherhood, TKE 
was measuring a man's worth as a 
person and as reflected in his 
character. Social rank and status 
bad, and still have, no bearing in 
deciding who becomes a Teke. 
NOW PLAYING 
Walt Disney's 
"Alice in 
Wonder Land" 
1, 3:05,5:05, 7:10 & 9:15 
Because or pranciples such as 
these, TKE grew steadily through 
. everal stages of expansion and 
such nat1onw1de events as a 
depression and three wars. Today 
Tau Kappa Epsilon has 310 
chapters in 45 states, Washington, 
D . C ., and three C<tnadian 
provinces. malting us the largest 
social fraternity in the world. 
+++ 
The Zeta·Mu chapter or Tau 
Kappa Epsilon was chartered on 
January· 10, 1959. This was the 
climax to an effort begun in 1956 as 
a discussion by four Tech men. 
Like our national founders, these 
WPI men were opposed to the 
racial, ethnic and religious 
discrimanation so much in 
evidence on tbis campus in the 
fraternities of the 1950's. 
Our original local, Sigma Delta, 
was founded in opposition to these 
trends and, after some searching, 
chose to become affUialed with 
Tau Kappa Epsilon on the basis of 
similar ideals. 
+++ 
Today, TKE is one of the most 
unique fraternities at WPI. We 
have a strongly heterogeneous 
mixture of personality types and as 
such, are not aU oriented toward 
the same activities as some houses 
are. 
Brothers of TKE participate on 
the cross country, soccer, and 
basketball teams, as well as the 
club sports or crew and lacrosse; 
our intra-mural program is also 
extensive. Other brothers are 
Resident Advisors, writers and 
editors of the News~ak, and on 
various student committees. 
Because Tau Kappa Epsilon is a 
national fraternity, we participate 
in activities with other nearby 
TKE chapters. On any given 
weekend, Tekes from other 
chapters may be at one of our 
parties, or we may be on the road 
to Lowell Tech or Bentley for an 
event there. We also hold regional 
sports tournaments and clinics on 
such topics as rush, alumni 
relations and public service. 
+++ 
The pledge program at TKE Is 
what we believe to be a valuable 
compromise between traditions, 
and the net>d for a more hberal . 
progress1ve approach to obta1mng 
membershtp tn a fraternity. Over 
the past several year:;, we have 
trted to antegrate our pledges tnto 
the house immediately and in · 
volved acttvely as soon as possible. 
Our pledges are not segrl'gated, 
but work with the brothers towards 
common, established goals . No 
brother expects a pledge to do any 
task he would not do himself. 
The goal of our program is not to 
produce good pledgE'S but rather 
good brothers. A good pledge who 
becomes a poor brother does not 
help to build a strong house. Our 
.. pledges get an understanding of 
how other TKE houses are 
operated when they go on the 
Pledge Walk. Coming back from 
the other houses with new ideas as 
to how a fraternity should be run, 
together we discuss their 
suggestions and act to adopt the 
better ones. 
+++ 
Our Summer Rush program has 
been successful and popular over 
the past two years. Like several 
houses, we hold a series of summer 
parties. But we alao go beyond that 
point by contacting freshmen In the 
weeks before the parties to explain 
the WPI environment and answer 
any questions. If freshmen attend 
our functions, we show them more 
than any tour, and bave them talk 
informally with professors and 
upperclassmen. Above all, we try 
to present WPI and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon honestly, as we are. 
As a young fraternity to WPI, 
TKE bas only 300 or so alumni, 
comparatively fewer than most 
houses. We are· currently in the 
process of improving our alumni 
relations through an association. A 
aeries of regional cocktail hours 
are planned for our alumni this 
spring, as a strong start in this 
direction. 
+++ 
ln the final analysis, Tau Kappa 
EpeUon at WPI is the combined 
contributions of every brother and 
his unique personallty. This 
diversity ia our strength; ask any 
two brothen what TKE and being 
a Teke means to tbem, and you will 
almost always get two really 
different ideas. Try it sometime! 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, with the TKE coat of arms. 
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If you lik!! pool you will love this course . 
It will work mirac les for you . It IS desiqned to teach 
vou hrw• t~ !;:::: ......... "'" exJJert at tbts lascinating game. 
it w11l 1mprove your game 2~. or more . This course 
is designed for the beginner and the experienced play· 
ers. It's designed for those of you who has a pool 
table and those who don't. The course is in eight (8) 
sessions all with illustrations and easy to follow 
instructions. The eight (8) sessions are selecting your 
cue, proper stance , stroke, straight 1n's . angles , rail 
shots, bonk shots, how to use engltsh , drawing a ball , 
how to break, pat1ence. sportsmanship and much much 
more.. . To my knowledge there has never been a com · 
plete course offered in th1s evf!r growing fascinating 
game called pool. The complete course is yours for 
only $24.95. 
Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL 
Post Offici! Box 10308 
Dallas, Texas 75207 
0 Please send me copies of BEHIND 
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose 
check or money order. 
t:1 Please send me copies of BEHIND 
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each. I am 
intere sled in being a distributor in the __ 
________________ area. 
Please indicate the city , town, county or 
slate . A representative of BEHIND THE 
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days 
after we receive your order to explain how 
you as a distributor can increase your income 
and have fun while doing it, with no invest-
ment except for the course you purchase 
for yourself. 
April24-
Project Planning Day 
Here comes Project PlaMing Day, another day off fro~ cl 
What's it aU about this time? Obviously it's a day for learrung 
projects. There's already a lot of informa~ion on p~ojects available 
catalogs and listings and bulletin boards littered wtth P!Gject . 
tions- so why set aside April 24th? Because the ~I mfo~att01 
projects isn't on paper. It's on people. Project P~n.nang Day as a. 
when students and faculty will be talking, not wntang, about their 
periences witb projects this year and their plans for next. 
Ordinarily, the only students whose projects you ~ear about are 
friends. Project Planning Day provides an o.pportunaty to learn a 
much wider range of projects. In the morning, student groupe wil 
situated in the project centers, and labs and classrooms all over 
campus. They will be able to describe how th~y got started, the pr 
they encountered, what their advisor was h~e and. what the~ I 
from the project. If you are interest.ed in the.ar particular proJect, 
will be glad to discuss ways you maaht contmue it. 
The faculty will participate as well. In the afternoon your aca 
advisor will be available to talk over your objectives and your sc 
for next year. Potential project advisors will also set office hours asidt 
meet with you. 
Projects are harder to get started on than courses; the~e·s al~a 
certain amount of legwork necessary to find the right proJect WJtb 
riRht advisor dunng the right terms. On Project Planning Day, the 
campus wall be geared up to make that process easier. Take advant 
it! 
ISTERSF-~SIOS 1975!!! 
l n'IK'Ii~ulllf' ao• 11 1~. II '• llmf' lu plaa for nr.l Hat alr.ad~ lr \08 .... kt Ukt II 
r..vdln;alf' • tuur•• cklrln!l lnlnv>~lon IY.S I Of hrlp •itll Mit I,.,., .... ....,. of Mm...-
"ho •uould '"' Ktf'•l Pk•v lt-1 mr kn.,.. , 
1 v.nuld hkt! tu lll\ t' the lullov.1ng colll'lielll dunna lnlfr'RSSIUII '7!o 
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Spectrum Presents : 
Lucia Lipner, 
Pianist 
b) Davis 8alntracci 
The WPI Fine ·Arts Comm1Uee and The Soc1edad 
Cultural Hispana presented piamst Lea Luc1a L.1pner 
In the final concert of the Mini·Spc<:trum series 
Wedne£day night, April 10, at the Higgins House. 
Mrs. Llpner was born in Bueno!; A1res, Argentina and 
started her musical caret>r at the age of five at the 
Alberto Williams Conservatory of Mus1c. At the age 
of seventeen. after concertizing successfully in her 
native city, a powerful scientific vocat1on mduced her 
to give up her concert career and to devote her efforts 
Simultaneously to the pursuit of music and 
mathematics. In 1965, she received her Doctorate in 
Mathematics from the University of Buenos Aires. 
School of Exact Sciences, and has done post-doctoral 
studies in and taught mathematical logic at the 
University of California at Berkeley. 
Her program consisted completely or Spanish 
works of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
It has only been lately that Spanish repertory has 
been making its way Into American circles, $0 the 
program was a refreshmg change from the usual. 
Very enlightening <and at times lengthy! program 
ootes were given about the various composers and 
their works in between the pieces. She explained that 
!be twentieth century was a " renaissance" of sorts of 
Spanish music and especially for Spanish keyboard 
music. 
The first half of the recital consisted o£ three pieces 
from the Suite Iberia composed by Isaac Albeniz 
1186CH909) They were written from 1906-1909 and 
represent Albeniz's breakaway from his youthful 
Ideas. Each movement cootraposed an actual dance 
mythm with a melody of Spanish navor. The 
execution of the opening "Evocacion" movement 
dragged and lacked sensitivity. 'The second 
movement, "El Albaicin," contained a difficult 
l)'psy-like dance rhythm which was well-played One 
could sense that she enjoyed playing it, and her 
sen:.itivity to the music could be felt . 'The final 
movement, "Almeria," had a Moroccan flavor and 
•as very tranquil and laissez-faire. 
Music of Enrique Granados 0867·1916> opened the 
second half of the program. His music tends to be 
romantic where Albcnlz tended to be more Im-
pressionistic. <Together they both shaped modem 
Spanish keyboard music.) Mrs. Lipner performed 
"Laments, or the Maiden and the Nightengale" from 
the suite Goyescas. in which pictures of the famous 
Spanish artist Goya are depieted. It was pleasant 
listening and the romantic contrast to AJberuz coUld 
be sensed. 
"Three Danzas Argentinas" by Alberto Ginastera 
.,__.11916- > were next, and, to me, these showed 
Mrs. Lipner techmcally at her best. Ginastera is 
modem and atonal and, unlike many other Spanish 
composers, does not utilize folk material in his works. 
The bitonal ''Dance of the Old Ranch Hand" depicts 
an old gaucho and had a heavy rhythmic dependence 
coupled with a crisp texture. The "Dance· of the 
Graceful Maiden" was superbly executed! I It con-
tained a lovely flowing melody which was well-
blended with modem harmony. The final "Dance of 
WPI Newspeak 
the Outlaw Gaucho" had a trong rh!'thm1c sense and 
portrayed a negat1ve suc1al altltudt> through 
d1ssonnnce. These three piet·es \\ere by far the ~t of 
the tl"Cital 
Two dance:. by Manuel de fo'alla ( 1876·19461 ended 
the program - Spamsh Dance :-.:o I from h1~ opera 
·• t.a Vida Breve" and the "Danza del Molinero" from 
hiS famous "Three Cornered Hat" . They were 
transcnbed by de f'alla for the p1ano The mus1c was 
stimulating but disciplined and the 1mpress1on was 
given to the listener that each piece of de Falla's 
music is. as one muslc1an states it . "a livmg p1t>ce of 
nesh". 
Overall, 1\lrs. Lipner's playing was quite com· 
mendable. It struck me at times as bemg too 
academic, Jacking sen:'lltiVIty, but, when the var1ous 
pieces were finished , their points had been made to 
the hstener. My biggest cr1t1c1sm is that she was 
lackmg in her execution of cadences - they were 
either unprepared for or overdone. However, sixty 
people left the recital quite enlightened about an 
entertained with Spanish culture. so who's going to be 
picky? 
Dean Reutlinger's Letter 
CContlnuM from P. 2) 
publicly proving oneself better than others, stamina 
mvolves privately proving oneself better than one's 
former self; it is a personal competition that occurs 
over long or unspecified durations of timt>, over some 
serie:. of tests, rather than during a defined playing 
time or prescribed schedule. Unlike much recreation, 
the development of stamina is not casual, nor does it 
have any primary social value. And unlike the 
moderated value of health, stamina seeks extremes. 
Of stamina, we ask - answerable only to ourselves -
how far can we extend ourselves? 
Still another value of physical activity - partially 
distinguishable from competition, recreation, health 
and stamina - is the value of effort producing some 
other natural result. The act of sexual reproduction is 
the obvious example when considered as procreation 
rather than recreation, as cooperation rather than as 
exploitative competion, as a moderate rather than 
obsessive expenditure of energy, and as fairly 
irrelevant in relation to maintaining physical health ; 
such sexual activity, apart from its pleasure, is 
physical activity designed to produce a natural 
result, progeny. But gardening or animal husbandry. 
food-gathering, sugaring-off, fishing or hunting, even 
geology or archeology can be equally as much 
physical activities designed to produce natural 
results : all either create or sustain forms of life at 
different points in the food-chain , or preserve 
inanimate forms of natural history. Yet we seldom 
think of these as physical education. 
Related to this physical value or producing a 
natural result is a non-material natural result, an 
aesthetic satisfaction, the realization of economies of 
energy, form 1 movement or procedure, and the 
pleasures of balance, coordination, steadiness and 
grace. Yet this aesthetic value can exist in itself with 
no material result or creation, and it may be 
evanescent, incommunicable and unmeasurable 
except vaguely in memory or by rehearsal and 
repetition. It may cont.t"ibute little to health, have no 
competitive value, demand little stamina and require 
no socially recreational setting. It may be only 
walking, jumping, tumbling, biking, run· 
mng. l'hmhmg. throwmg, catch mg. 
i 1ckmg. swmgmg. h1kmg, l'am-
ping. S\1-lmmmg in three dimen · 
sions under water. noatlng. yoga, 
danc1ng, m1mmg. It may even be 
entirely motionless at d1. Clplinl'd 
Important moments and )et still be 
part of phys1cal education . 
The range of physical educauon 
ought to be s uggestively broad. 1f 
comprehended with imagination. 
yet at best we tend to hm1t this 
concept very severely in our ap-
plications, curricula and 
programs; at worst we even 
corrupt phys1cal education, and 
w1th 1t other aspects of education. 
when we over-emphasize smgle 
aspects in our applications and 
programs For example, to em· 
phasize simple social recreation 
can be mindless and sort, as with 
croquet or darts. To emphasize 
stamina can destroy health, as 
with forced marches in basic 
trammg. To emphasi~e health can 
lead to hypochondriacal ob-
sessions . To emphasize the 
production of natural results can 
reduce physical activ1ty to a blur 
between the means and ends of 
action. To emphasize the aesthetic 
can become effete or merely 
comtemplatlve. But the worst 
danger In our particular society at 
this point in history is to emphasize 
competition thereby encouraging 
prtvatism, aggression and greed, 
and vitiating a sense of com-
munity , cooperation and 
generosity. 
Most Americans who have had 
any sustained and significant 
physical education, experience 
early and most importantly the 
values of competition. Enormously 
valuable as this may be for life in 
this particular kind of society, 
many thoughtful people have come 
recently to feel that this value of 
competition must be questioned. 
-Many of these questioners over the 
past two years write from the point 
of view of high athletic success 
when they discuss the excesses, 
consequences and ravages or the 
competitive ethic. It is essentially 
the survival value of lower - but 
who knows, all? - animals. It Is 
the value that governs the zero-
sum game: what I win, you cannot, 
and what you win, I cannot. In the 
contemporary context, it matters 
less "how they played the game." 
Page 5 
Therefore. one become uneasy H 
one cratlc1zes the ethos of com· 
petition - !'our grapes. others w11l 
say. But the wmner. that rare 
consl!;tent wmner. w11l ~eldom qu1t 
to crltlctze, for whtle he IS wmnmg 
pride alone prevents h1m from 
criticmng the nature of an act1v1ty 
m wh1ch he as successful. He knoY.s 
too that a qu1tter IS as much a poor· 
l"port as is a bad-loser. and com· 
petitive honor obliges ham to give 
the other guy his innings. Unable to 
quit, the winner, too remams 
uneasy, proud and untnchned to 
question the ethos of h1s com· 
pel1t1on. And tf a successful athlete 
should simply retire after the 
normal cour~e of his career and 
then reflect critically on his ex· 
perience, others may say that th1s 
nows not from wisdom but from 
the bitterness of aging. 
Who can say whether w1sdom 
and b1tterness are the same or 
different achievements : The 
Greek proverb that speaks of 
learning by experience. "ta 
pathemata mathemata," says that 
he who has suffered is the learned 
man. 
Yet clearly in this paradoxical 
situation, the critique of com· 
petition must be initiated by people 
whose experience of competition 
has been conventionally successful 
- not because winners can easily 
afford to be gracious or con· 
descending, but simply because all 
losers are frozen in their majority, 
constrained by their peer-group of 
shared embarrassement, people 
who have competed either in vain 
or at low and insignificant levels of 
athletic competition, or who have 
competed only vicariously (the 
humiliated life-time jock-
worshipper l, or who have avoided 
competition entirely - for there IS 
not one but two ways to avoid 
losing, by winning or by refusing to 
play, pleading a desperate nolo 
tontendtre. Therefore, we breed 
two principal ways to avoid 
questioning our competitive ethos, 
and there are two sanctions 
against cr~ticism that might be 
expressed in the following ways : 
After such experience a peculiar 
phenomenon can occur. The loser" 
is taught not to be a sore-loser, in 
order to preserve social h&rm()ny. 
since statistically most people 
must lose most of the time. 
"Don't knock it if you haven't tried 
it, or have been frustrated," and 
also "Don't knock the system if it's 
been good to you" If nobody loves 
a loser, it is equally true that 
nobody loves an ingrate. Yet what 
price that kind of love? 
These obeeasiona run deep, both 
historically and psychologically, in 
the American experience, but is Is 
Important to recognize that these 
· Tlw pro• act of becoming a IIIIVIII 
officer edUcat8d In nuclear ~~CNN~r 
obsessions have also sustained 
positive as well as negative values, 
pride as well as shame, humility as 
well as humilitation, resilience as 
well as resignation. And so the 
most interes~lng value systems in 
any culture are usually am -
bivalent. A cultural consciousness 
of that fact can be very edltylng, a 
step towards maturity as a culture. 
ln respect to the value of physical 
education, there is a great 
educational opportunity to be 
seized and a balanced con· 
sciousness, a better balance of 
values, to be encouraged for both 
men and women. 
--~--~--111 ........ ,- -
Clearly, we ought not to try to 
banish from physical education 
any valuable aspect or it. Even 
competition, whose excesse1 at 
present have warped so many 
American lives and corrupted our 
two-party politics, may still serve 
an important purpose. Competition 
is deep in the American grain, and 
we must at least feel it openly to 
know it and to know our national 
history. Yet for aU our superficial 
talk about it, athletics is probably 
the area of our lives about which 
we are least explicitly self· 
conscious, even less understanding 
than we are about sex and money, 
two other necessities of life in-
fected invidiously by competition. 
Therefore, 1t seems appropriate in 
the context of higher education to 
debate these questions of value as 
fully as possible, for In the end a 
really humanizing education must 
teach us about all our behavior as 
human beings in order to reform or 
conf1rm that behavior according to 
our best understanding of our 
potential. 
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Million Given For Aid 
WORCESTER, MASS.- From 
malltown to millionaire, the 20th 
century success story of the late 
Jame::; H Manning, Boston and 
New York engineer and con-
sultant, bas brought more than a 
mallion dollars to Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute to help 
students obtain an education. The 
Manning gift was announced today 
by Paul S. Morgan, chairman of 
the WPI capital campaign to raise 
$18.5 million. He said it advances a 
five-year fund drtve past the $9 
million mark. 
Manmng. who began a career in 
cavil engmcerlng wlth o student 
loan and SIO in has pocket at WPI in 
the Class or 1906, was a nall\'e or 
Fall Raver. 
He had been president of the 
Stone & Webster Engineering 
Corp. of Boston for nme years 
when he reatred at 54 in 1937 For 
the next 17 years, he was president 
of Ulen & Co. and senior partner of 
J . H. Manning & Co. New York, 
consulting engineers specializing 
in reports. appraisals and specaal 
engineering studies, and a limited 
par11wr tn :-.: A. Lougee & t'o . Ne" 
York consullmg cngmecrs He 
daed in 1967 at the age or 83. Has 
"'ife. tht late Frances Boelen 
Mannang, who parlicapated in the 
gart. daed in 1971. 
The legacy. earmarkt>d durang 
the next 15 ~ears for student loans. 
is presently set at Sl,060.752. WPI 's 
largest bequest was the more than 
S5 mtlhon left b} the late George C 
Gordon . Worcester natave and 
Cleveland andustriahst in 1964. 
accordang to WPI offactals. 
WPI President George W. 
Callahan Speaks 
Here Tonite 
Hazzard said the Manning funds 
wtll be invested with WPI's other 
endowment The earnings will be 
used for 15 years to extend low-
interest loans to students Over this 
period, the accumulation of ear-
nings and repayment of loans 
extended by the revolving "James 
H. Manning Loan'' fund is ex-
pected to nearly double the original 
principal , thereby establishing a 
revolving loan fund of ap-
proximately one million dollars, 
and to assist more than one 
thnnAAnd students. 
:\Jr. &. ~ln •. James 11 . :\Ianning 
for major physical facalilies or for the pubhc schools. and ~>arly 
the establishment of professor- learned Lhe New England work 
ships. A conference room in WPI's ethic to fulfill has ambationl\. Ac· 
new Project Center - a building cording to a member of his famaly, 
which all WPJ students use has he tended bar. watched stables and 
been dedicated with a memorial sold newspapers while preparang 
plaque Lo James Henry Manning, for and attendang college. While at 
President Hazzard said. WPl. he worked an a lumber yard, 
Daniel callahan, director of the 
Institute of Society, Ethics and the 
Life Sciences, Hastings-on-
Hudson, N.Y., will speak at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 17 in Gordon 
Library at Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute, on ''Elh1cs and Tech-
nological Change." 
This is the second of two lectures 
on The Social Impact of Tech-
nology, under a grant from the 
Sperry & Hutchinson Foundation. 
Last month, Emilio Q. Daddario, 
former congressman and chair-
man of the House Subcommittee on 
Science and Technology, currently 
director of the Office or Technology 
Assessment, discussed, "Govern-
mental Policy and Technological 
Change." 
Callahan previously was af-
riliated with The Pooulation 
Planning Day 
Many students and faculty have 
been Interested in whether or not 
there will be any type of follow-up 
to the Planning Day held February 
20, 1974. The original group, which 
organiz.ed the Planning Day, held a 
meeting on Monday to review the 
summaries submitted by the 
recorders in the various meetings 
and are in the process of 
developing alternative plans for 
effective follow-up activities. It ls 
expected that the summaries will 
be condensed and will be available 
through this paper in the near 
future. 
William R. Grogan 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
The Volunfltry Action Center 
In coniuncfion with the Nation<~! 
center for Voluntary Action is 
sponsoring "VOLU NTEER 
WEEK" to be held April 21-17. 
The weett-lont celebration to 
honor the thou111nds of volun-
teers serving the Worcester 
Community will be highlighted 
by a parade down Main Street on 
Saturday, April 27th . Other 
activities durlnt the week are 
being planned by many of the 
110 agenciu that Involve 
volunteers in their programs. 
Some of the activities Include 
recognition banquets. cham-
pagne parties, luncheons, open 
house.s, and tours of the agen. 
cles. 
Volunteer Week will also focus 
on recruiting new volunteers to 
fill the needs of our community. 
There are many ways that any 
penon un help others by giving 
1ust a few hours of his time. 
Volunteers are needed to work 
with children, senior cltl1ens, 
handicapped people, etc. If you 
prefer not to work with people, 
there are still many volunteer 
DPfK)rtunitles for you. We need 
people to serve on committees, 
plan prognms. do clerical 
work, or answer telephones. To 
find out how you can loin the 
thousands of ~pie - young 
and old - who volunteer in 
Worcester, come to the 
Voluntary Action Center at 74 
Franklin Street or cal I us at 754-
44SO. Remember, WHAT WE 
NEED, MONEY CAN'T BUY -
WE NEED YOUII 
For More lnlormateon Contact: 
Phel San Filippo, 
Community Relations Chaerman 
Voluntary Action Center 
752 7868 
For addeteonal enfo ull: 
Mrs. Ray Bol1 
753-7112 
Council and Commonweallh 
Magazine. 
The S & H Foundation lec-
tureship program, established in 
1960, to date has provided grants to 
more than 380 colleges and 
universities for lectures in public 
affairs and social sciences. 
After 15 years, WPI may use the 
principal ($1,060,752> still intact, 
Air Force ROTC ... 
111e college scholarship 
program with fringe 
benefits. 
Some people mo&ht need to be coaxed v.•th mor• I han a lull college schol 
ershopiOIO'II theAtr Force ROTC So •I hee tuollon ,IJband tncldenlall~ 
aren·a enoush the Aor forc.e offers' monlhly illow•nce of $100.00 
lulrw.tnyouqunoorJ>nd..wo~IOt~rs 
And free llyon& le~~ lo 1'-quahloed pr01rol1e the mosl e~colong lron&l! 
benel'ot of all 
lnterestl!d1 
Conract c,"phuu K. t \l••h.-
at t ••lt•·r•, .. t ,,, ... ll •• h t w··· -..,,.,_, ·•• r. \ll••·· \ l tttl'1 c 1).-1. :lttl. 
• ttt171 ;•H·.Uit 
find YourMif A Schol~rshlp In Air FOI'ce ROTC. 
!*****************************; 
: Sir Morgan's 1 
* * : Cove I 
* * 
* * I On this Tuesday and I 
: Wednesday all drinks will : 
* * be minipriced. 
* * ~ Appearing THURSDAY, April18 ~
* through SA TU R DAY, Apri 120 * i ·~!!~~~~!!• i 
:Coming TUESDAY the 23 through THURSDAY, April ~ 
* 25. * I IIIII # 
James H. Manning was one or was a good student. played footbaU 
four children born in Fall Rtver to a~d was active in his fraternity, 
a family of small means, attended Sagma Alpha Epsilon . 
!LOOK AT THIS1 
It's new. It's original. The hottest sticker on the market. 
A beautiful 4 x 12 sticker in four colors and remember it's 
the first and original keep on streaking stickers. 
Send 50¢ to: 
lntemotionol Advertising Agency 
3723 Catherine Street 
Shreveport, Louisiana 71109 
lDeol&r lnQul rPr Welcom .. ) 
STATE DISTRJBUTORS WANTED 
S~citll Prices;,. 1,000 Lots 
xpert instruction iA fj 
4tenic hills of Ver1110nt 
Dorm Style Lodging and All Me•ls 
July 7-27 - $450 - Limited Enrollment 
Write- THE MIND'S EYE WORKSHOP 
Chateau Ecole, PiHsford, Vt. 05763 
Class Elections ~ Coming FRIDAY the 26 and SATURDAY, the 27. ~ 
: THE FIIULOUS RHIIESTOIES ~ Class elections for next year wiU take place on Tuesday, April 23rd 
* * The Classes of 1975 and 1977 will be voting for a President, Vice-
* 139 GREEN ST. * President. Secretary, Treasurer, and Class Representative. The Class ol 
* WORCESTER * 1976will be voting for a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, 
* '! · Class Representative, and Junaor Prom Chairman. Each candjdate must 
*******************************, have 25 signatures on his or her petition from their class. Also, all three 
classes will be voling for an Independent Representative. Independent S I Soon Representative candidates must also have 2S signatures on his or her Prae a' petitions from the Student Body. Each signer can only sign one petition for each omce Petitions should be turned in by Friday, April 19th to Denase Gorski. Box 8n. or Ted Ledden, Box 1280. 
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SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS 
Lacrosse Team 
Loses Opener, 8 - 3 
by Veet 
The WPl lacrosse men opened up their thard season Saturday af-
ternoon at 2:00 against Babson College at home It was freezing. pouring 
ratn and the weather set the stage for what turned out to be a dismal and 
disappointmg afternoon, for they took an Bto 3 thrashing from one of the 
two teams they had beaten last year. 
The WPI players, most of them returning veterans. went into the 
gal'tle with 3 weeks of practice, 4 scrimmages under their belts. and high 
hopes for a winning season. Previously they had beaten an unexperienced 
Assumption team twice and lost to Holy Cross and Nichols, 8·3 and 9·3 
respectavely, both teams being far above the class of play which WPI will 
encounter during the season. After only losing two starters from last year 
and after being relatively pleased with their scrimmages, WPl was ready 
rortheir opener. However, starting with the weather and carrying aU the 
way throughout the game, Lady Luck was not with them at all. WPI 
totally outplayed their opponent even though the score does not indicate 
such. To typify WPI's luck throughout the game, this incident happened 
into the second period of play. Attackman Roger Rowe let loose a 
blistering shot on goal from about 15 feet out from the right of it. Il struck 
the goalie in the head and instead of glancing off his helmet and going into 
the goal for a score, it stuck in his eye for a save. This went on all af-
lernoon for WPI and in reverse for Babson ; everb'thing they shot turned 
into a goal. Thus ended a totally frustrating afternoon for the Lacrosse 
men. A little bit or consolation : scoring Roger Rowe, 1; Ron Chen, 1; and 
Warren Deshon, 1. 
Jeff Wnek on Ilia way to setting a school record of 15:081n Ole 3-mlle. 
Dkk Newhouse Is right behind him. 
over Amherst College in the heavyweight 
race. 
Upcoming Sports Ewents 
Tuesday, April II 
Varsity Golf vs. Providence, Bentley - Home - 1 p.m. 
Varsity Baseball vs. l.Awell Tech- Home -3:00p.m. 
Wednesday, April 11 
Varsity Track vs. Clark, Msumption, Wore. State- Home, 3:30 p.m . 
Varsity Tennis vs. Holy Cross - Away - 1:30 p.m . 
Thursday, April 18 
Varsity Golf vs. MIT, Babson - Away - 12:30 noon. 
Friday, April 19 
J . V. Golf vs. Clark - AV~ay - 2:00 p.m. 
Saturday, April 20 
Crew Club, Davenport Cup - Lake Quinsigamond 
Varsity Baseball vs. Hart£ord U. & Union- Home - 10:30, 2:00p.m. 
Varsity Track vs. Colby, Norwich- Away- 1: 00 p.m 
Varsity Tennis vs. Babso11- Away - 1:00 p.m. 
Monday. April 22 • 
Varsity Tennis vs. Springfield - Home - 1:30 p.m. 
Var sity Golf vs. Assumption, Holy Cross- Away- 1:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 2.3 
Varsity Baseball vs AIC - Home - 3:00 p.m. 
Varsity Track vs. U.S.C. G.A., SMU - Away - 3:00 p.m. 
Crew Wins 
At Amherst 
b) John 1\lalhPws 
The WPI Crew Team traveled to 
Amherst to take on the Amherst 
College Crew on Saturday. April 
12. Water conditions were excellent 
in the chill air. The Freshmen 
Eight, rowing in the Burns, 
powered' their first 30 strokes and 
walked a length on the Amherst 
Frosh. Rowing a 33 for the body of 
the race. our Freshmen finished 
with a time of 7:05, rowing against 
the current on the Connecticut 
River, and beating Amherst by an 
outstanding 59 seconds, about ten 
lengths. 
The Junior Varsity heat 
followed. Our JV's, after a very 
hard, very long race, in which 
Amherst and WPI were never 
more than a. length apart, won with 
a time of 7 minutes, only two 
seconds ahead of the Amherst 
shell. The Varsity heat was last, 
with our Heavy Eight using the 
JV's shell , the Emerson, better 
suited to the conditions than their 
shell, the R. V. Olson. 
The Varsity race was another 
gut race. Amherst and WPI were 
within a length for the first 1000 
meters, but at the 1000 mark WPI 
pulled away with a power 20 and 
won with a time of 6:26 by three 
lengths over Amherst. 
The WPI shells looked very good 
and can be considered a threat in 
the finals at the Vails. Next 
weekend the WPI oarsmen will be 
in Worcester for the Davenport 
Cup on Saturday. 
A belated congratulation$ are 
in order for Sandy Cron, 
Registrar's Office, on her recent 
engagement. 
Waterskiing at WPI 
by Dave White 
Track Team 
Wins Two 
RESULTS - Freshman Basketball Tournament -
The American Water Ski Association is interested m organizing inter-
collegiate water ski competition in this area. Successful programs have 
operated for many years in the southeastern U.S. Obviously our season is 
somewhat more restricted, but plans are being made for tournaments In 
May, and possibly in the fall as well. Competition will be in slalom tricks 
and jumping, and is open to both maJe and female students 'in un-
dergraduate or graduate study. 
by Chris Keenan 
The track team opened its season 
last Saturday with easy victories 
over Lowell Tech and Bentley. The 
squad won 13 of 18 events on its 
way to a 110:67 (Lowell Tech) :14 
~Bentley> win. Bill Komn was a 
double winner for WPI with vic-
lories in the javelin (171ft) and the 
hammer throw (120). JeffWnek set 
a school record In the three mile 
run with a time of 15:08. 
The team's next meets will be 
lhe city championship meet on 
Wednesday, the 17th, and Colby-
Norwich on Saturday, the 20th, at 
Colby. The scorer's for WPI were 
11 follows : 
High Jump: James Howe (4th) 
Shot Put : Terry Lee Clst) 
Discus : Peter Sher er (1st), Chris 
Baker (3rd> 
Javelin : Bill Komn ( 1st) , Bob 
Donie (2nd ) 
Hammer : Bill Komn Osl) 
Long Jump: Paul Varadian (1st), 
Bob Donie C2nd ) 
Triple Jump: Bob Donie < tsl>, 
Sunderlin I 2nd ), Varadian C3rd > 
IOOdash : Smith llst>. Hatch C2nd) , 
Selent C31'd) 
220 dash: Hatch 13rd ), Selent (4) 
4-IQ relay : <Hatch , Weber, Smith, 
Osborne> c 1st> 
440· Lutgens C 1st), Hallquist <2nd), 
Owens C3rd> 
880: Chris Keenan c lsD. Baker 
C3rd) 
I mile · Alan Briggs (1st}, Pete 
Kane <2nd> 
3 mile· Wnek c lStl, Rich Newhouse 
C4lh l 
Inter. Hurdles · Weber Clst>, 
McKenzie c 4th> 
120 yd. Hurdles : Fitzgerald C2ndl, 
McKenzie (4th) 
mile relay · C Keenan, Weber, 
Hallquist. Lutgensl nstl 
WEEK ONE 
Total 
Wins L.usu Po l nlll 
A • Morgan Fourth 2 l 131 
8 ·FIJI 0 2 46 
C • KAP Rookies I 2 102 
D - Morgan Third 2 0 Ill 
E- SAE I l 68 
F - Riley Wastos 0 2 Z9 
G - Irish Rovers 2 0 102 
NEXT WEE K'S SCHEDULE 
Monday 
Morgan Fourth vs. Morgan Third 
FIJI vs. SAE 
Tuesday 
KAP Rookies vs. Riley Wastos 
FIJI vs. Irish Rovers 
Wednesday 
Morgan Third vs. Riley Was&os 
Morgan Fourth vs. SAE 
Thursday 
FIJI vs. Morgan Tltlrd 
KAP Rookies v~;. Irish Rovers 
Pta · ~ndanl 
Ga m f ~viii loft 
43.7 8.5 
23.0 2.8 
34 8.7 
55.5 9.2 
34 12.7 
15.5 12.0 
51 17.0 
Anyone interested in forming a WPI Water Ski team should contact 
Dave White at 756-5656 or box no. 2222. The sooner we get organJzed, the 
better orr we'll be. 
SENIORS! 
Graduation Is SUnday, June 2nd, at 10:00 a.m. 
Rehearsal will be Thursday, May 15th, at II :eo a.m., followed 
by refreshments at the Pub. 
Commencement speaker Is Elliot Rlchardaon. 
Expenses for graduation: 
Caps and gowns 1 7.81 
Diplomas 110.80 
Caps and gowns can be picked up ln late Aprllat tile Bookstore. 
Diploma fee must be paid by tbe last day of cluses of D term . 
Ten~tlve plans are being made for a Senior Bash tile night 
before graduation. Anyone lnt~rested in helping should contact 
Peter Thatcher or Russ Nabor. 
All games held at 7: 00 p.m. in Harrington. 
Lose out in the 
Room Lottery? 
STILL 5 SPOTS LEFT 
at 16 Elbridge St. 
. Kitchen facilities available if 
desired 
- 2 min. walk from campus 
• Reasonable rates 
- Act now - rooms going fast I 
Call 791·9361 or 
See Bruce at 
16 Elbridge St. 
after s p.m. 
WPJ J . V. boat rests after edging the Amherst College J . V. 's by just 2 seconcb. 
SUMMER AT CLARKI 
• July Term (July 1- July 26) 
• August Term (July 29- August 23) 
Full-semester courses in FOUR WEEKS. Over 100 of-
ferings, in many disciplines. Special offerings in Art, 
Education, English, Film, German, Italian, Mathematics 
and Psychology. All four credit courses. Day and evening 
classes. Write or call for '74 Catalog. 
CLARK UNIVERSITY 
The Summer School 
Worcester, MA 01610 617-793-7453 
SOPHOMORES 
The 
Navy 
Interested In Engineering, 
Math OR Physics 
OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM : 
Pays Your Tutiion 
Pays Your College Fees 
Pays For Your Books 
and Pays You an Extra $100 A Month . 
See the 
Navy Information Team 
on Campus 
17th and 18th of 
April 
NUCLEAR 
PROPULSION 
OFFICER 
CANDIDATE 
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ROOM LOTTERY 
Problems or Questions related 
to the past room loHery will 
ONLY be answered on 
th_e following day: 
E-F and Girls and Blacks 
Monday, April 22 4:00 p.m. 
in the Wedge. 
Jolly Giant 
SUBMARINE 
SANDWICHES 
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Appointments 
Faculty 
Committees 
For students interested in • 
ving on a Faculty Committee u1 
member, there are openings fGr 
next year. The committees that 1ft 
open for student members 1ft 
listed below. 
'lbe Committee on Acade ... 
Advlsbrg consists or six eledlll 
faculty members, two studlll 
members, and ex-officio the Dell 
of Undergraduate Studies and till 
Dean of Academk Advising. Tlllt 
committee is charged wllll 
defining the extent or the role or Ill 
academic ad'Visor, and wi• 
arranging for administraUft 
support to assist the advisor • 
fulfilling that role. 
Also, lhe Finaocial Aid C• 
mlttee needs two studell 
representatives for next year. 
The Committee on Student Llfl 
needs four students, the Acadelale 
Polley Committee needs two, till 
Curriculum Committee requirtl 
three students and the Commlt111 
on Students needs two studeol.l. 
For a desct:iption of these com· 
mittees, see the last issue t1 
New apeak. 
If you are interested In being • 
any one of these commJtteel. 
please leave your name and bell 
number with Denise Gorski, Sal 
m, or Ted Ledden, Box •• 
Appointments of students to till 
committees will take place • 
Thursday, April 25 in the LibrarY 
Seminar Room, at 7:00p.m. Pleall 
attend this meeting if interested. 
Friendly Tornado Project 
p~ntslb~ 
WORCF.STim AR€A SCIIOOL 
RF.:U Et' F'U!IiD CAMPAIGN 
Ln heiJI mld-'""HL \'kUms 
Yrklay , April II. lt74 
10 am. IAI I : :18 P.DL 
l'amliUll etctllt'dlom ol dotlllna or moou 
In Oanleb l.aq~. 
S.lurday. April to. ltH 
(ommunlt) Coll~tlon 
•• \\O!"C'I'f~r f'en~r.' l.lncoln PlaD. Wbl~ 
(."I!Y Aabum \fall. 
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